PRESS RELEASE

FC BARCELONA Vs. ATLÉTICO DE MADRID, LALIGA SANTANDER
MATCHES ON DIRECTV
The most important tournament in Spain is still available on DIRECTV Sports, the exclusive
channel of DIRECTV Latin America, and via the streaming platforms DIRECTV Sports App,
DIRECTVSports.com as well as on the OTT DIRECTV GO service.

November 26, 2019. DIRECTV Sports offers as part of its programming exclusive matches

of one of the tournaments with the largest number of followers around the world: the 2019/20
season of LaLiga Santander, top class of Spanish soccer. Among the exclusive matches offered,
the game between Atlético de Madrid vs FC Barcelona on December 1st stands out. Both teams
face each other in a match in which all emotions will be at stake.
DIRECTV Sports will offer commentaries by the most qualified specialists as well as the best
image and sound quality. Atléticode Madrid, coached by Diego Simeone, will attempt to reverse
the result of the last showdown which took place on April 6, when FC Barcelona won 2 to 1.
DIRECTV Sports will offer full coverage of the tournament, with a selection of exclusive
matches. All games in this tournament will be available online on DIRECTV GO,
DIRECTVSports.com and the DIRECTV Sports App, in addition to offering traditional coverage in
the highest HD quality. In addition, DIRECTV 4K will feature two matches in 4K quality each
game day.
DIRECTV Sports works tirelessly in order to offer its subscribers the most complete
programming with the highest possible quality.
Transmission Information:
DIRECTV Sports SD (Channel 610)
DIRECTV Sports SD (Channel 1610)

Facebook: facebook.com/DIRECTVSports
Twitter: twitter.com/DIRECTVSports
YouTube: youtube.com/user/directvsports
To access DIRECTV GO you must be in Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru or Uruguay. You must go to
www.DIRECTVGO.com, create an account and subscribe.* The application must then be downloaded
from the App Store (iOS devices) or the Play Store (Android devices) or accessed directly from a web
browser. New subscribers can access a seven-day free trial only once. Visit DIRECTVGO.com to see
certain exclusions and limitations that apply.
*Users are required to be 18 years of age or older with a credit card, and to accept the corresponding Terms and
Conditions. It is recommended that users have a minimum of 4 Mbps in their home and 2.5 Mbps for mobile devices.
To enjoy a high-quality experience, 10 Mbps is recommended. For more information along with general requirements
and Terms and Conditions visit www.DIRECTVGO.com.
About Vrio
Through its subsidiaries, Vrio is a leading provider of digital entertainment services in Latin America with more than 13 million

subscribers in 11 countries and more than 10,000 employees across the region. Vrio’s best-in-class entertainment includes premier
sporting events, local and international content and exclusive programming, live and On Demand. Vrio offers services in Brazil
through the SKY brand, in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Curaçao, Ecuador, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay and Venezuela
through the DIRECTV brand and in Chile and Colombia through DIRECTV GO. Vrio is a subsidiary of AT&T, Inc.

About DIRECTV Latin America:
DIRECTV delivers the best entertainment experience. Every day, DIRECTV subscribers in Latin America enjoy quality and sound that
is 100% digital, industry leading customer service, state-of-the-art technology, unmatched HD content that includes original and
exclusive series, and complete coverage of major events, including sports and entertainment, as well as comprehensive
programming packages, and the possibility of watching content on different screens whenever and wherever users want it. For
more information visit: www.directvla.com.
About DIRECTV GO:
With DIRECTV GO, users can access content how and when they want through different devices, such as smartphones, tablets,
laptops, computers or Smart TVs. DIRECTV GO is an over-the-top (OTT) subscription service that offers online access to a variety of
programs in different Latin American countries. Includes access to live channels, On Demand and sports content, and the option to
subscribe to premium programming. DIRECTV GO is a service of Vrio offered by its affiliated company Latam Streamco Inc. It is
available free of charge to subscribers of the DIRECTV satellite television service in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and
Uruguay, thanks to an agreement between Vrio and DIRECTV satellite television service providers. For more information:
www.DIRECTVGO.com
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